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Dj Sn1 Press Release “Ruckus”
Somehow it never occurred to us, that SN1 a simple DJ existing in a musical industry dominated by giants,
and he introduces “Ruckus” tearing down any barriers and question about who he is in the music industry
and who he plans to be. A DJ and Producer influenced by multiple genres of music. He’s a guy who at one
point broke hip hop records and created a EDM imprint in the heart of Dance Music. DJ SN1 is important
news not only musically but also as living proof of what can be done from Sacramento. He’s putting his home
on the map and he releases this “Ruckus” track the world will eventually talk about, an anthem born in the
midst of a pandemic. Here’s a guy that knows where he is going and what he is doing. This new record
displays astonishing range and when I say range I don’t only speak of a record but ultimately what DJ SN1 is
capable of doing in the studio if he’s given a deal. The sound of this fresh banger comes together with
synergy, color and high end sound. It’s what this decade of music is missing. At one point I lost faith in some
of the producers who let their music go south. It lost originality and it lost the attention of club heads in the
US because labels were dictating mixdowns. Ruckus, features so much of the original sound that created the
reputation of Dance and it incorporates true house music. So, we hear the past present and future come
together as the Beatles once said it. This DJ is the powerhouse. When I first got this record and saw it was
from the SAC I was not sure and begged to diﬀer. Yes I judged a book by its cover. I am guilty. One minute
and 32 seconds later I found myself smashing the repeat button because this record had something diﬀerent
than other demos. I made an instant connection. I know this record will fit right in with any A list DJ set.
Years of touring, harmony, writing, facing good times and hard times like this pandemic. This track absolutely
rocks. The Pandemic this year claimed lots of careers and DJ SN1 seems to have a plan that literally doesn’t
stop. After surviving the crazy ups and downs of the 2020 year, we see djs reinventing themselves, some
even quit. I must say, one of the years best highlights is the eminent arrival of Ruckus. That’s good news in
the middle of a bad time. A long career span like DJ SN1 is a testament and longevity to how in tune a DJ can
be with his public, his music and with the times. So I gladly welcome DJ SN1 to take his rightful place in the
DJ booth or at a club near you. I highly recommend this tune to everyone and I give it two thumbs up.
Request this record and make sure you stay tune for more music.
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